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Abstract: Programming unwavering quality records 

are normally separated into quantitative lists and 

subjective lists. Quantitative lists are measured 

programming unwavering quality parameters' qualities, 

for example, programming dependability is 

quantitatively characterized as the likelihood of 

disappointment free operation of a product program for 

a predetermined time under determined conditions. In 

this paper we propose to create Jaccard blame 

restriction calculations can be upgraded to confine 

blames adequately in web applications written in 

HTML, PHP by utilizing a broadened space for 

contingent and capacity call articulations and by 

utilizing a source mapping. We additionally propose a 

few novel test-era procedures that are designed for 

creating test suites that have maximal blame 

confinement viability. We actualized different blame 

confinement methods and test-era systems in Apollo, 

and assessed them on a few open-sources HTML, PHP 

applications. We likewise found that all the test-era 

procedures that we considered are equipped for creating 

test suites with maximal blame restriction viability 

when given an endless time spending plan for test era. 

Keywords: Non Deterministic call, Deterministic call, 

Method call, Component, State, State machine, Pseudo 

linear contract. 

1. Introduction 

Software Engineering is the study of design, 

maintenance of software and development. In other 

words it is the application of a disciplined, quantifiable, 

systematic approach to the operation, software 

maintenance and development and an engineering 

discipline that is concerned with all aspects of software 

production. [14] Communication skills, dynamic teams, 

working with a "customer," and creativity were also 

important factors in the software engineering. In the 

process of solving solution for any problem in software 

applications there is a tremendous process that is 

debugging is the mostly used technique for dynamic 

software applications. [13] Debugging is the systematic 

process on finding  number of errors or bugs, in a 

system program or a piece of electronic hardware, thus  

makes  it behave as expected. Some parts of original 

test case are been tried to remove by programmer and 

check if the problem still exists. In the software 

evaluation people actions take that entire user 

representation to the anomalous behavior of the 

software system, and negotiation with remaining that 

are present in the software application event 

management operations with systematic progression is 

reason to enable the processing requests with affect of 

system modification to current circumference.  [10] 

This scenario enables multi events includes multiple 

participants with multiple views with congestive and 

other feature effects of the software dynamic 

application mechanism. In software application 

development there is an interesting term i.e. component 

making faces a crucial role in present software 

development applications, one of the basic think is that 

each part have internal values. It has been notice that on 

various circumstances the developer every time do not 

recognize the states and hence there is no 

representation of the states in the program. Each 

component may have atleast two states, just develope 

and delete. [9] The component contains method calls, 

contracts and view of the programming application 

development approach with including the services of 

the recent and updated application interface in 

presented working software execution events. If any 

program that executes real process in execution process 

that appears a real time development software 

application event proportion. Every program consists 

component type error or any other system type error 

and don’t modified error specification in other 

application management. In these situations reasons 

appear as follows: with lose of preconditions and post 

conditions in perspective data execution and method 

contain errors are also achieved in developed code 

execution in prescribed event software application 

management. [6] Views are also one of the error 

representations in developed application process. 

Traditionally number of events and techniques were 

introduced for processing above code problem, and also 
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0this is the main research approach in present software 

application development. [4] Server process achieves 

client request and then client object achieves a real time 

progression with remote system process in 

development program features which includes method 

calls, views and contracts.  

 

Figure 1.  Remote architecture for client process in 

recent application development. 

Our research approach mainly focus on this 

terminology, this process consists relative data 

representation in commercial software application 

development.  Our research shows that there is  a 

needlessly complicated view of method calls, but that 

type allows a simpler test-framework and it is to be  

needed to understand this view of method-calls to work 

with  test-framework. Code contracts provide before 

conditions, after conditions and object invariants in 

development code. [5] Code contracts classes are used 

making code efficiently, a static analyzer analyzes the 

compile time analysis, and then they are organized with 

run time analyzer, these classes are included with 

library functions of the predefined conditions and other 

feature processes. When ever increasing the contracts 

then automatically retrieving and improving testing and 

other features in accepted in software dynamic 

applications. So far all of our developed code in 

updated software applications contains brackets and 

braces for developing the feature of programming with 

include services of the predefined events with 

representative process. [11] Method calling is one 

which contains preferred data processing in present 

working modules in software application which 

includes segment of code representation. Views are 

program designed applications for accessing services in 

real time progression measurement in processing 

events. There are many ways to represent views in 

commercial event progression for accessing services 

from other features with relative data management in 

developing software applications. These procedures are 

developed in our research approach for proceeding 

interesting and effective features in software 

development procedures.   

Remaining of the this paper presents Section II defines 

background work of the propagated representation 

section III represents research approach of our 

application development and new views and contracts 

for doing efficient processing units. Section IV defines 

experimental results with consecutive and commutative 

analysis of all the features in demanding data events. 

Section V defines overall conclusion for this approach 

process in developed application software 

measurements.  

2. Back Ground 

In this section we define existing system applicatiions 

faced following problems with consecutive 

terminology. This procedure  

 

Figure 2. User interface design for click button in 

VB.Net technical specification. 

Above design is a form developed in vb.net and we 

have placed a button with text Click this!.   

PublicClassForm1 

PrivateSub Button1_Click(ByVal sender As 

System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) 

Handles Button1.Click 

Dim a AsSingle = 10.98 

Dim b AsInteger = a 

MessageBox.Show(a) 

EndSub 

EndClass 

The above example shows how the problem occurs in 

vb.net application. In the above example “a” is the 

single (float) value is 10.98 and “b” is integer with the 

value a, I,e in the above example its shows that single 

data type is assigned to integer technically it is wrong 

because two data types are different and each values 

should not assigned to one another. Without any 

typecasting I,e conversation of one data type to other in 

the initial stage it is acceptable but in the real time 

approach it is not possible. Compiler is not showing 

any error in this aspect.     
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Figure 3. Output of above program in VB.Net. 

Output of the above program is 10.98 without any type 

casting. 

C#.NET:  

Above design is a form developed in C#.net and we 

have placed a button with text Click this! . 

 

Figure 4. User interface design for click button in 

C#.Net technical specification. 

privatevoid button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) 

{ 

Single a = 10.98F; 

int b = Convert.ToInt32(a); 

MessageBox.Show(b.ToString()); 

} 

The above example shows how the problem occurs in 

C#.net application. In the above example “a” is the 

single (float) value is 11 and “b” is integer with the 

value a, I,e in the above example its shows that single 

data type is assigned to integer technically it is wrong 

because two data types are different and each values 

should not assigned to one another. Using typecasting 

I,e conversation of one data type to other in the initial 

stage it is acceptable but in the real time approach it is 

not possible. Compiler is not showing any error in this 

aspect.     

 

 

Figure 5. Output of the above program with C#.Net 

Output of the above program is 11 with type casting. 

Consider the above example process efficient feature 

relation in developing application. Conclude the 

observation report of the above developed programs, 

the same program gives different results sufficient 

processing units. Real specification of the C#.Net is not 

doing this type application progress, Due to type 

casting present in the technical specification in C#.net, 

the above problems can be solved efficiently with 

representation of all the consecutive data 

representation.  

3. Research Approach 

In this section we discuss regarding the properties of all 

the software application in the form of developing code 

in technical oriented aspects. [13] According to this 

process of software development in presented software 

application progression we manage the inclusions and 

other features in code implementation. The observation 

of the section II process, we conclude there is 

tremendous relation in executing the two programs 

using C#.Net, this is the main research approach when 

programmer can access good results without using the 

other specified processes. This problem can be solved 

using Code Contracts, Method calls and Views present 

in the software engineering specification of the 

dynamic software application development. [12] Our 

research approach contains following terms for 

developing efficient code implementation for accessing 

services of the software design applications.   

       Code Contracts: Code Contracts are the predefined 

and post defined conditions in presented software 

application progression with significant process in 

program development.  Preconditions are the object 

variants in developed code representation. [9] This 

controversy allows efficiently in the above program we 

define predefined condition using the specified 

expectations at the time method code exists which 

includes representative data accuracy. Code contracts 

include classes for making code with specified 

representation like System.Diagnastic.Contracts; this is 

the main focusing predefined function for solving 

stable contract verification, runtime verification, and 
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documentation generation. It defines meaningful 

generation which includes test arguments and satisfies 

predefined conditions.  Consider the following example 

in presented way of processing precondition express 

that parameter x follows not null value  

Contract. Requires(x != null); 

If this code is not represented specified process in 

segmented data representation then it simply displays 

the following exception for solving solution. 

Contract. Requires<Argument Null Exception>(x! = 

null, "x”); 

The statements appear with concluding explicit contract 

representation, like  Requires, Ensures, Ensures On 

Throw, or End Contract Block method. [7] [8] By using 

contracts we observe and develop efficient progression 

and then define all the specified features which 

concludes preconditions will be checked, Initial method 

calls, and then invariant execution in public methods.  

Views: .Net creates specified process template view for 

accessing services with unspecified and unrelated 

aspects present in the processing software terminology 

with continued terminology with acceptance of Razor 

view engine allowed developing specified .net view 

templates. Those templates an extension like .cshtml 

and provide delegation to represent process of 

calculating and achieves to minimize the number of 

characters for representing view point with respect to 

specified process execution manner.  

 

Figure 6. View representation for accessing services. 

In this diagram show overall process for doing view 

template representation with index methodology.  This 

procedure follows efficient conclusion for representing 

this views in specified events which concludes efficient 

progression.  

Method Calls: A method is segment of code that 

represents a particular process execution which 

includes the following features with recommended 

methods to created with representation of method as 

follows: 

VoidAddUp()  

{        

MessageBox.Show ("Add Up Here");        return; 

} 

This method follows return a value using void. The 

code method represents Add up here message for 

displaying efficient feature process on completing and 

return value.   

4. Experimental Results 

In this section we define convenient user interface for 

each followed developers successfully going on various 

Methodcalls and Contracts in that assessment.  The 

above Section III, description gives efficient process 

for modeling these assurances in real time application 

development. [8] By using the above procedure wills 

applicable with developer user interface then software 

creators can think about software process 

simulationefforts which tends to  examine the 

performance of operational process models using some 

of the  alternative parameter configurations or  else 

based on the derived process data and simulation of the 

empirically derived models of software evolutionary 

process also offers new avenues for the exploration. 

Consider the following procedure which includes 

proposed terminologies as follows. Consider the 

following code;  
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We observe that specifications are assembled 

with representation event management operations. 

Whenever we execute this example then it display 

efficient terminology in technical aspects with 

representation of a value then it will automatically 

displays a value as it is like 10.98, with including actual 

representation of the service oriented architecture of 

technical representation. [13] The progressive 

environment of the other technical representation we 

use type casting for developing those applications 

efficiently.   Instead of using method calls, contracts 

and views allocate representation of the efficient 

procedure for processing event management in 

applications. [14] Method calls are used process calling 

and called methods to retrieving and representing data 

in the form of source representation process. The 

representation of the method call as follows 

 

This procedure gives efficient process in measuring the 

events of methodology of the progressive and 

successive environment with relative and other features 

were accessed and attributes from one method call to 

another method call with specified object 

representation. Using contracts we specify and follow 

summarizing process of execution events with relative 

and other feature process in program code 

development. Due to this process of verification events 

are achieved data receiving and accessing predefined 

functionalities and other features like data 

communication process then it organizes efficient 

exception implementation on each client representation. 

[8] [9] Contracts are predefined functionalities to 

display convenient and perfectible data assurance 

which includes post and pre conditions then they are 

specified user representation in systematic data process. 

Using contracts we specify and follow summarizing 

process of execution events with relative and other 

feature process in program code development. These 

considerations are achieved in model view controller 

specification with textbox and other model 

representations in executing the process of the above 

program. Finally the exceptional results of the each 

program execution as follows:  

 

Figure 7. Exceptional result approach specified data 

analysis. 

The above figure shows exceptional report result when 

we are applying method calls, views and contracts on 

each specified program intervals then it display 

accurate results of the key code of each program 

efficiently.  

5. Conclusion 

Software Engineering is the knowledge of design, 

maintenance of software and development. By 

Research point of view we consider that code contract  

provides  a path to specify the before condition, after 

condition, object invariants in the developed code. Our 

research has also showed that code contracts involve 

classes for marking your code a static analyzer for 

compile-time analysis and a runtime analyzer. The 

research  work also proves that most of the Methods in 

the contract class are orderly compiled where as the 

Compiler emits call to these methods only when a 

special symbol is defined namely contracts full, by 

using the  directive #define. Our research has showed 

that all members mentioned in the contract must be 

atleast as visible as the methods in which they appear.  

As further improving of this application follows 

preconditions specify the states when a method gets 

PublicClassForm1 

PrivateSub Button1_Click(ByVal sender As 

System.Object,  

ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 

Button1.Click 

Dim a AsSingle = 10.98 

Dim b AsInteger = a 

MessageBox.Show(a) 

EndSub 

EndClass 

 

publicstaticvoidMethod1() 

{ 

// Method1 

} 

 

publicstaticvoidMethod2() 

{ 

// Method2 

} 
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invoked. They are used to describe valid edge values. 

All members which heve been referred in Precondition 

must be accessible atleast as the method itself and on 

the other side there is  possibility that the Preconditions 

might not be understood for all callers of a Method. It 

also should be identified that the constrain must have 

no side-effects. It is also to be noted that the Runtime 

behavior does not pass any Preconditions it is 

determined by the Runtime Analyzer exclusively. 
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